MB65
Mounting Bracket

The Model MB65 is a heavy duty, position locking, non corrosive mounting bracket used for mounting bi-static microwave links such as models 300B, 310B or 316, and mono-static transceivers such as models 375C or 385. The anodized plate with stainless steel U-bolt fits a standard, 4.0 inch (101mm) O.D., mounting post. A stainless steel swivel assembly at the center of the mounting plate allows for easy sensor mounting and alignment, while the four stabilizing bolts can be tighten to the back the sensor’s base-plate to ensure the sensor maintains a rigid alignment. The swivel assembly allows for a 20-degree angle adjustment. The plate has additional holes for optional mounting and use of 2.5 or 3.5 inch U-bolts (not supplied). The unit weighs approximately 2.5 lbs. (1.13 kg).

Includes mounting plate, 4.0 inch U-bolt w/nuts, swivel assembly with nut and washers and four stabilizing bolts.